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Abstract
Because the quinolines inhibit heme crystallization within the malaria parasite much work has focused on mechanism of formation and inhibition of hemozoin. Here we review the recent evidence for heme crystallization within lipids in diverse parasites and the new implications of a lipid site of crystallization for drug targeting. Within leukocytes hemozoin can generate toxic radical lipid metabolites, which may alter immune function or reduce deformability of uninfected erythrocytes.

1. Introduction
Nature has evolved a colorful spectrum of heme and non-heme proteins for oxygen transport. Copper in the enormous 3.5 million kDa protein hemocyanin imparts a blue color to the blood of certain invertebrates[1]. Clear, colorless hemerythrin found in leeches and certain methanotrophic marine bacteria contains a unique diiron site confined within a hydrophobic pocket and turns bright pink when bound by oxygen[2]. Green chlorocruorin of annelids shifts to faint red when bound by oxygen[3]. Hemoproteins are a biologically diverse super family of proteins that catalyze a wide variety of biochemical reactions by virtue of their use of heme or variant porphyrins as a prosthetic group[4]. Cytochrome-c, cytochrome p450 isoforms, catalase, nitric oxide synthase, and peroxidases are all representative examples of hemoproteins[5–7]. The much studied hemoprotein, hemoglobin, is observed across the evolutionary tree from bacteria to fungi and higher eukaryotes, although not all hemoglobins function in gas exchange[8].

Erythrocytes, sometimes described as membrane bound bags of hemoglobin, function primarily for gas exchange. The human erythrocyte occupies a volume of approximately 90–100 fl with a large surface area for gas transfer of 135 sq microns in the shape of a biconcave disc[9]. Hemoglobin comprises about 95% of the protein content of the mature erythrocyte and is present at a concentration of roughly 350 mg/ml or 5 mM. Interestingly hemoglobin is not the most abundant erythrocyte molecule. Water occupies almost 72% of erythrocyte volume [9] and is present at 721 mg/ml with approximately 115 mg/ml hydrated directly to hemoglobin[10]. This hydrated fraction represents a molar ratio of 1,260 moles H$_2$O per mole of hemoglobin[9].

2. Toxic effects of free heme
While heme functions in useful enzymatic reactions, a number of deleterious effects are directly and indirectly attributable to free heme once separated from its protein component. Less than
10–20 μM heme can inhibit many *Plasmodium* enzymes in the digestive vacuole like plasmepsins and falcipains[11,12] and also enzymes in cytosol like glycolytic glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase or 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase [13,14]. Integration of the lipophilic heme molecule into biological membranes diminishes erythrocytes deformability and induces hemolysis[15–18]. Membrane heme also weakens the lipid bilayer by making it more susceptible to H_2O_2 mediated lysis[16,18]. Integration of heme or hemichromes also disrupts the RBC membrane’s normally dynamic interaction with its underlying cytoskeletal proteins[18,19]. High heme concentrations cause increased oxidative stress and the presence of peroxidation products are associated with decreased RBC membrane fluidity which probably amplifies cellular rigidity in the parasitized red cell[20].

Free heme catalyzes the generation of toxic lipid peroxidation products by a number of biochemical mechanisms. Catabolism of hemoglobin, releasing reactive heme and iron, is associated with the generation of the redox reactive substance such as H_2O_2, superoxide radicals and the hydroxyl radical which is the direct mediator of lipid peroxidation[21,22]. Interaction between heme, intracellular hydrogen peroxide and lipids can results in lipid peroxidation[23]. The Fenton reaction (iron-catalyzed Haber-Weiss reaction) is the primary mechanism by which the hydroxyl radical is formed in the digestive vacuole[24].

$$\text{O}_2^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{HO}^- + \text{O}_2 + \text{HO}^-$$

Fenton reaction rates are influenced by the availability of the reaction’s catalyst iron and also the abundance of the substrates O_2^- and H_2O_2[25–27]. Intact hemoglobin may also mediate formation of oxidants for interactions of peroxides with ferric hemoglobin to produce reactive ferryl iron (Fe IV) as well as protein-associated free radicals[28].

The Fitch hypothesis proposed that chloroquine or active quinolines when bound or complexed with heme enhanced toxicity by similar mechanisms as free heme. The chloroquine-heme complex can also lyse membranes[29], peroxidize lipids[30] or interfere with enzymes[11].

### 3. Heme disposition

Cells and blood feeding organisms have developed diverse means to metabolize toxic heme released after ingestion and degradation of hemoglobin. On a cellular level mammalian macrophages residing in the liver and spleen “professionally” ingest senescent erythrocytes, with protease degradation of hemoglobin occurring in the acidic lysosome[31]. Toxic free heme is rapidly transported to cytosolic microsomal compartments where heme oxygenase releases bioavailable iron and the fragmented porphyrin ring which becomes bilirubin[32]. Most mammalian cells have a capacity to degrade heme on a smaller scale. Mammalian heme transport across membranes in the intestine or out of organellar compartments has been an enigma. Recently a number of mammalian proteins including heme-carrier protein 1 (HCP1), ABC transporter ABCG2, and feline leukaemic virus receptor have been shown to be involved with heme transport[33–36].

On an organism level, the protozoan parasite, *Entamoeba histolytica*, by pathogenic definition, ingests erythrocytes which they rapidly degrade, probably via a heme oxygenase activity similar to a macrophage[37]. Another protozoan parasite, *Babesia*, although residing in an erythrocyte ingests little hemoglobin, but relies on pinocytosis for nutrient uptake[38]. Malaria pigment or hemozoin has been associated with the *Plasmodium* parasite for centuries, recently reviewed by Hempelmann[39]. Additionally described eukaryotic parasites which biologically form heme crystals include *Hemoproteus*[40] and two trematodes- *Schistosoma*[41,42] and recently *Echinostoma trivolvis* rediae in snails[43]. While most blood feeding insects like mosquitoes, lice and ticks do not make heme crystals probably because the pH of their digestive
tracts is not acidic, the insect genus, *Rhodnius*, which transmit Chagas disease, do make heme crystals[44–46].

### 4. Heme crystal structure and morphology

Hemozoin has long interested malariologists and its microscopic identification provided the crucial link in the identification of the *Plasmodium* parasite responsible for malaria as well as the arthropod vector species[39]. Many investigations into the formation and inhibition of the heme crystals called hemozoin, revolve around solving the mechanism of action and resistance of the widely used quinolines like chloroquine. Hemozoin contains oxidized ferric iron and is a crystal substance capable of rotating the plane of polarized light and generating a small magnetic field, physical characteristics of use in microscopic diagnosis [47–50]. In 1991 the intermolecular bond of hemozoin heme was discovered through use of infrared and x-ray absorption spectroscopy which showed that the fundamental chemical bond in purified hemozoin is the iron III-carboxylate coordinate bond that exists between the central ferric iron of one heme monomer and the propionic carboxylate side chain of a second[51]. It was initially hypothesized that hemozoin was comprised of long chains of polymerized heme linked through hydrogen bonding to adjacent heme polymers[51,52]. In 2000 Pagola and the Bohle group showed by x-ray powder diffraction analysis that hemozoin is instead comprised of unit head-to-tail heme dimers where each crystal dimer consists of two heme molecules covalently linked through reciprocal iron-carboxylate coordinate bonding[53]. These dimers are then integrated into the crystal lattice of hemozoin through hydrogen bonding. This crystalline form of dimeric heme is unique to crystallized heme and should not be confused with the aqueous μ-oxo dimer of molecular oxygen sandwiched by heme[54]. The unit cell of the heme crystal dimer is approximately an one nanometer cube[53]. Hemozoin crystals isolated from the human malaria parasite have a brick like morphology with approximately 100 nm × 100 nm × 500 nm dimensions. Murine *Plasmodium* crystals are slightly smaller[55]. Crystals from avian *Plasmodium* and *Haemoproteus* have a rounded globular morphology of approximately 200–500 nm in diameter which upon close inspection appear to be composed of many small 25–50 nm “bricks”[55,56]. Similarly the hemozoin morphology of *Schistosoma* and *Rhodnius* have a rounded multicrystalline shape[44]. In vitro synthesis of β-hemin crystals sometimes produces a tapered needle like morphology that has been attributed to rapid growth at faces. Inhibitory concentration of the quinolines or xanthones also produce tapered needlelike crystals [57]. Figure 1 compares the sizes of heme, hemozoin, erythrocytes and a mosquito to water, glucose, antibodies, mammalian cells and ultimately a tennis ball on a log 10 scale. Antibodies and toll-like receptor 9 have both been proposed to interact directly with hemozoin[58–63]. Considering the relative size of the binding pocket of antibodies or TLR9, which are 10 to hundred times smaller than the smooth faces of heme crystals, these might be planar hydrogen bonding, possibly nonspecific low affinity interactions. Recent work suggests malaria DNA contamination in some experimental purifications of hemozoin used to measure TLR9 binding. This complicates the TLR9 hypothesis, because TLR9 normally binds DNA and may have bound DNA on hemozoin rather than to hemozoin itself[58].

Ferrous-protoporphyrin IX released from hemoglobin is rapidly oxidized to ferric-protoporphyrin IX in an aqueous acidic oxygen rich environment of the digestive vacuole. Abundant water molecules also quickly complex with axial heme iron. Disagreement exists on the nature of aqueous heme inside the digestive vacuole whether as the μ-oxo dimer with the iron ligands directed inward to oxygen[54,64] and or as a non crystalline planar porphyrin dimer with outward iron coordinated with H₂O or –OH (hematin)[65]. Roepe and colleagues have reviewed the longstanding evidence for the μ-oxo dimer or alternative heme dimers or aggregates at an acid pH[66]. Recent evidence by Egan and colleagues suggest another non crystalline dimer suggested to be in the digestive vacuole[65]. The transition of either aqueous species to heme crystal dimmers would be quite different. The μ-oxo dimer requires removal
of axial oxygen with lateral protoporphyrin IX shift to approximate the iron propionate linkage and the Egan heme dimer requires removal of outward axial hydroxides and iron to transition through the plane of the protoporphyrin ring.

5. Lipid formation of heme crystals

How exactly aqueous heme is removed from the acidic digestive vacuolar solution and converted into harmless hemozoin in order to avert membrane lysis, lipid peroxidation and inevitable parasite destruction has been the subject of much debate and previous reviews [56, 67–70]. While β-hematin heme crystals can be synthesized as a chemical process taking place more rapidly with high temperatures or high concentrations of protons or heme [71], the catalyst in a biologic protein/lipid aqueous solution has not been fully resolved. The weight of evidence has recently shifted away from histidine-rich protein II or III [30, 72–74] to lipid [75–78] initiation. Also diminishing the current evidence for protein initiation is the fact that a P. falciparum laboratory clone that lacks both histidine-rich protein II and III, still makes hemozoin. P. vivax and the murine Plasmodium species also lack orthologues to histidine-rich protein II or III while they still make hemozoin [56]. Bendrat and Cerami [79] initially proposed possible polar lipid initiation, substantiated by Dorn and Ridley [80, 81]. Fitch also proposed a role for neutral lipids, but was not able to identify digestive vacuolar lipids [76]. Tripathi and others suggested a combination of proteins and lipids [75, 82]. Recent work in Plasmodium associated neutral lipid bodies both on the interior and the exterior of digestive vacuoles [83–85]. Based on the published electron micrographic evidence of intra vacuolar lipid bodies preserved by malachite green, Pisciotta identified by mass spectrometric analysis neutral lipids closely associated with hemozoin [86]. Many experiments however show that erythrocyte membrane ghosts alone do not efficiently initiate heme crystals [76, 86, 87]. Alcohols and even detergents titrated to particular concentrations also efficiently promote crystallization [88]. In the intestines of Schistosoma and Rhodnius heme crystals are visualized at surface of lipid droplets [77, 87]. Formalin pigment forms in lipid-rich blood tissues that have been fixed in formaldehyde which gradually turns into formic acid [89]. Subcellular fractionation of Plasmodium hemozoin has identified both neutral lipids and polar lipids in these digestive vacuole lipid bodies suggesting some polar lipids may be at surface with interior composed of neutral lipids [86]. Recent images in Schistosoma also demonstrated bilaminar membranes encircling lipid bodies [77]. Yet to be proven is existence of a lipase or phospholipase in situ at place of heme crystallization, which would produce a neutral lipid body from polar membranes like the parasitophorous vacuole membrane as proposed by Hempelmann [90]. Cleavage of the polar head group by phospholipase C would produce diacylglycerols rather than cleavage of a fatty acid by phospholipase A (snake venoms) which produces the detergent-like lysolecithins that induce pores in membranes.

Crystallographers set up thousands of conditions to carefully remove surface water from hydrated proteins to promote crystal growth. Aqueous heme likewise is hydrated by axial iron hydroxide in equilibrium with abundant digestive vacuole water at an acid pH. The oily lipid-water interface is a means to transiently remove axial iron bound water so that the central iron of one heme is free to coordinate to a propionate carboxylate –OH of an adjacent heme. Egan expands on the chemistry and equilibrium dynamics of axial water removal at the lipid interface in a formal molecular dynamic calculation [78]. Formation of the head to tail heme crystal dimer is just the first step. The unit heme crystal dimer may still be able to enter membranes to cause hemolysis or bind to active sites on proteins or enzymes. The subsequent hemozoin construction step is efficient assembly of individual heme crystal dimers into a large 100 nm × 100 nm × 500 nm crystal potentially containing 10,000,000 hemes. The neutral lipid environment may also protect from interference of peroxide degradation [40, 55, 86], small oligopeptides or other molecule crystal disrupters. Imaged heme crystals have no “gaps” in the lattice [91]. Hemozoin inhibitors can act at either the formation of the unit head to tail heme
crystal dimer by drug-heme complex competition or assembly into large crystal by drug-heme complex binding to growing face to prevent addition of more heme crystal dimers. The reversible inhibition characterized by Egan[92] and Chong[93] suggest that binding to growing face can change over time. This also suggests that different quinoline-heme complexes may have different affinities at growing face with different “on” or “off” binding rates. Evidence of drug binding to heme crystal dimer has not been investigated in contrast to much reported drug monomeric or dimeric heme binding.

6. Drug Inhibition

The extensive chemistry of heme-drug interactions and inhibition of heme crystal formation has been eloquently reviewed[67,69,94–96]. The site of lipid heme crystallization has important implications for drug inhibition. These new findings predict that drug inhibition is nonaqueous chemistry in an oily hydrophobic environment. The weak bases like the quinolines accumulate to high concentrations in the acidic digestive vacuole compartment. Warhurst and colleagues recently have shown a high aqueous vacuolar accumulation ratio for chloroquine as a free drug (meaning not complexed to heme). The lipid accumulation ratio of free drug was much smaller, almost 1,000 fold, and constant despite changes in pH which affected aqueous vacuolar accumulation ratio[97]. It would be interesting to model a drug heme complex which would be predicted to have a higher lipid accumulation ratio. Bray and Ward also noted that higher lipophilicity constants amongst a diverse set of quinolines was correlated with lower inhibitory concentrations against chloroquine-resistant parasites[98]. A long standing piece of the puzzle regarding \textit{P. falciparum} quinoline resistance has been lack of correlation of resistance amongst the active quinolines in contrast to multidrug resistant cancer cells which are resistant to diverse compounds. Mefloquine which is very lipophilic often has inverse drug sensitivity profiles to chloroquine which has low lipophilicity[99]. Mefloquine is effective despite lower total vacuolar accumulation because more may concentrate in the lipid target site[99].

Roepe and colleagues have used realtime spinning disk confocal microscopy to obtain precise measurements of hemozoin growth in live parasites[100]. There were only minor differences in sigmoidal growth curves between chloroquine-resistant and chloroquine-sensitive parasites with a peak hemozoin growth at the ring-trophozoite stage approximately 15–30 hours. Interestingly chloroquine did not inhibit initial growth up in the 15 to 22 hour window, where more than half of hemozoin was made. There were decreases in amount made after this time point, which when graphed indicated a linear relationship between inhibition of hemozoin and growth. As stated in discussion the effect on late hemozoin growth was suggestive of effect on not initial nucleation but subsequent large crystal formation such as hypothesized to block at growing crystal face. They had the intriguing note that chloroquine did not effect parasite morphology during the cell cycle administered, but had marked effect on subsequent cycle which may be followed up in further studies.

7. Lipid toxicity products

Lipid peroxidation products are elevated in the parasitized RBC. The major lipid peroxidation products observed to date are hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acids (HETE) and hydroperoxoyctadecadienoic acids (HODE) which also are directly associated with hemozoin [101]. HETE arises from peroxidation of arachadonic acid[102]. Peroxidation linoleic acid causes HODE formation[101]. These lipids are present in high concentration in parasitized cells versus uninfected cells and have cytotoxic properties[101,103].

In the mid 1990’s a dramatic increase in the intracellular monocytic concentration of a very highly reactive, electrophilic lipid peroxidation product called 4-hydroxynonenal (HNE) was observed[104]. The difference was between resting monocytes with 5 nmoles HNE per 10^10
cells and monocytes that had phagocytosed hemozoin with 230 nmoles HNE per 10^{10} cells [104]. Hemozoin, known to persist in white blood cells (WBCs) since before the time of Lavaran, induces a protracted, though ineffective WBC oxidative burst with subsequent anergy after hemozoin ingestion[105]. Since the concentration of HNE within hemozoin treated WBCs increased over the course of the oxidative burst is stood to reason that this normally potent antimicrobial WBC response had backfired in the form of runaway heme mediated lipoperoxidation of host cell lipids[70,104]. Since the acidic pH of the phagolysosome is comparable to the parasites digestive vacuole which is required for hemozoin formation a comparable mechanism may be at work in the parasites. Synthetic hemozoin (beta-hematin) is now known to generate HNE when exposed to polyunsaturated lipids in vitro[106]. HNE has not yet been identified in parasitized RBCs but HNE-protein adducts have been reported to decrease erythrocyte membrane deformability[107]. This illustrates that downstream protein oxidation events can be caused indirectly by heme. Potential mechanisms may include HNE’s electrophilic attack of sulfydryl groups, thioester to hemiacetal formation, electrophilic attack of nucleophilic proteins and stable Michael adducts. Such alterations can result in disrupted enzymatic and structural function of the cell and HNE is recognized as a toxin capable of inducing apoptosis in some cell types[108,109]. Gowda has described a role for GPI anchors as malaria toxins[110]. Lipid peroxidation products such as HNE appear to fit the description of an additional non specific malaria toxin.

8. Summary and questions with uncrystallized answers

Lipid droplets catalyze the biomineralization of heme to hemozoin by concentrating lipophilic heme from the aqueous environment in which hemoglobin digestion transpires. The exclusion of water facilitates heme’s transition from the aqueous dimer to the iron (III)--carboxylate heme crystal dimer. Inside the non-polar, hydrophobic microenvironment of the lipid droplet individual heme crystal dimers then integrate via hydrogen bonding into the growing face of the hemozoin crystal. Questions with uncrystallized answers include: Do quinoline antimalarials block formation of the heme crystal dimer and/or its integration into the growing crystal? How toxic are the individual heme crystal dimers? Is the drug heme complex the toxin that kills the parasite or heme crystal dimers that do not form into the larger crystal? Once made do they return to an aqueous environment to bind to enzymes? What is the state of the aqueous heme before crystallization? What role do proteins function in the process of chaperoning heme to lipid interfaces? How does the parasite synthesize and traffic to the digestive vacuole the lipids involved in hemozoin formation? What are the lipid peroxidation products generated by hemozoin within the infected erythrocyte and do they have an effect on the parasite? Could the lipid droplet serve as a sink for both toxic lipids and uncrystallised heme? Can drug heme complexes still make heme crystal dimers? Finally, why are snowflake crystals each different, but hemozoin regular?
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Figure 1.
Nanometer scale bar illustrating the relative size of objects ranging from a 0.1 nm with a water molecule (far left) to a 100 mm tennis ball (far right).
Figure 2.
Hemoglobin ingested from the host erythrocyte cytosol (RBC) via the cytostome and transport vesicles (TV) is hydrolytically degraded by parasite proteases inside the acidic digestive vacuole (DV). Hydrophobic free heme released during hemoglobin catabolism is believed to accumulate within neutral lipid nanospheres present within the DV. The entry of hydrophobic heme into the NLN excludes water and favors the formation of head to tail heme dimers at the NLN interface. Concentrated heme dimers then assimilate into the growing face of the hemozoin crystal lattice. Heme chloroquine complexes are required for delivery of quinolines into the NLN interior where they may disrupt either dimer formation and/or dimer integration into larger crystal. Nucleus (N), mitochondria (M), apicoplast (A), plasma membrane (PM) and parasitophorous vacuole membrane (PVM). Cartoon is not to scale.